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Knowledge 

is of no value 

unless you put it 

into practice.

ANTON CHEKHOV



Take up your leadership role in a new way
Be able to create resilient teams
Be able to develop a co-creative style of leadership
Be able to manage dynamics to create cooperation

THE PURPOSE
One of the most coveted skills in a manager is to be an inspiring leader
and change master. In these one-day masterclasses international TA
experts  will share their year experience with leadership and change.

THE GOALS
By the end of the program you will be able to:

THE PROGRAM
This program is for experienced leaders, coaches, consultants, trainers
and others, who want to deepen their understanding and skills in
leadership and change.
The program is based on transactional analysis, group relations, system
thinking and other frames of reference. 

The program consists of six one day masterclasses.



Workshop 1. Leadership and followership - Sari van Poelje
Leadership is defined at three levels: a. hierarchical leadership, where power
is the issue, b. relational leadership, where authority is the issue and c.
psychodynamic leadership, where transference is the issue. Followership is
just as important a skill as leadership. Often leadership is associated with
dominance, and followership with submission. We will focus on both roles as
a situational choice, outside of script. At the end of the workshop you will
have formulated an action plan to strengthen your leadership and
followership at each level.

Workshop 2. Conversational intelligence - Sailaja Manacha
As leaders and as teams we need to create results that matter. Creating
results is a function of the conversations we are having or not having as
teams, as managers and as leaders. Much waste is created when leaders do
not learn to have conversations that matter. On the other hand potent
conversations allow us to manage change, set audacious goals and bring
meaning and purpose into worklife. Our purpose for the workshop is to learn
a non discretionary approach to conversations with significant stakeholders
and collaborators in our work so we create results that we value. We will link
the concepts we learn to Transactional Analysis ideas of contracting, I+ U+
and  the here and now  Adult state.



Workshop 3. Team resilience - Thorsten Geck
Berne stated that groups have to deal with three forces which have an
impact on the dynamic of the group: Pressure, agitation and cohesion.While
pressure is inevitable, agitation is not. Agitation takes place and occurs in
order to deal with pressure. It is observable in misunderstanding, stress,
burnout, mental issues and affects the well-being of the teams as well as its
efficiency.What is the impact of the leader in this dynamic? How can s/he
deal with it and support the team to overcome agitation and therefore
regain strength, i.e. resilience.

Workshop 4. Making sense together - Graeme Summers
To lead is to influence others effectively. In our organisations we often need
to lead in different directions i.e., up, down across and out. Each “leadership
vector” presents us with different challenges, opportunities, and risks. How
do we map and make sense of these challenges? This workshop uses ideas
from Co-creative TA and Organisational TA to understand the psychological
dynamics of leading across organisational boundaries. We will then explore
and generate resources that help us lead with more impact.



Workshop 5. Boundary crossing for change - Patrice Fosset
An organization is inherently complex. So, driving change requires having
the keys to understanding a system. This makes it possible to follow a
structured and structuring approach to manage changes in organizations.
We will suggest that you acquire a systemic vision of the organization, and
use some of the reading grids proposed by Eric Berne: the boundaries of
the system in connection with the different roles of leaders to successfully
cross the transition stages. This approach will allow you to know how to
identify where the change is coming from and which managerial actions to
choose to succeed in this type of action.

Workshop 6. Development of autocratic systems - Sari van Poelje
What do Putin, Orban and Trump have in common? They appeal to people
who are looking for security in a turbulent world. Through individualization,
globalization, permeable boundaries the tendency to close off has
increased. This leads to  a platform for autocratic leadership in politics and
in organisations. In this workshop we will explore the thin line between
democracy and autocracy, in each developmental step.



Workshop 1: 9 March 2021 Sari van Poelje The three levels of leadership
Workshop 2: 13 April 2021 Sailaja Manacha Conversational intelligence
Workshop 3: 18 May 2021 Thorsten Geck Team resilience
Workshop 4: 22 June 2021 Graeme Summers Making sense together
Workshop 5: 27 July 2021 Patrice Fosset Boundary crossing for change
Workshop 6:  21 Sept 2021 Sari van Poelje The dynamics of choice -
autocratic vs democratic culture

PLANNING

 
The program is given online via Zoom. The program is in English.

REGISTRATION
More information? www.intactacademy.com

Register through: https://intactacademy.com/planning/



YOUR TRAINERS

Drs Sari van Poelje is a TSTA -O and an international team coach and
expert on agile business innovation. Sari has been the director of Intact
Academy for 35 years, training TA coaches and consultants all over the
world. She works as a consultant in Team Agility with multinationals, family
businesses and startups to help them innovate their business more quickly
than their products, so that they can accelerate their time to market.

Sailaja Manacha, PCC , is a psychotherapist  and Transformational Coach  
working with  senior management and leadership teams in the IT, Telecom
and BPO industries as well as with social entrepreneurs. She has a Masters
in Psychology and is a Teaching and Supervising Transactional Analyst
(Psychotherapy) and a teacher in the Generative Leadership framework. Sai
lives and works out of Bangalore, India. 

Thorsten Geck is a Teaching and Supervising Transactional Analyst in the
field of Organisation (TSTA-O). He is accredited with ITAA (where he serves
as Vice President Professional Standards) and EATA. He is passionate about
teaching and supervising TA . When he is not teaching and supervising he
works as a coach and consultant with organisations in an international
context. Born 1964, based in Germany, and he is not giving up on the world
despite its numerous problems. There is always hope.

 



YOUR TRAINERS
Graeme Summers is a freelance Executive Coach and Trainer based in the
UK. He is a Lead Coach at London Business School where he has worked
since 2005. He works internationally with leaders from a wide variety of
organisations and sectors. He is a CTA in the field of Psychotherapy and
prior to his coaching career, was a psychotherapist for nineteen years. He
is co-author, with Keith Tudor, of their book “Co-creative Transactional
Analysis”.  Graeme is co-recipient, alongside Keith, of the 2020 Eric Berne
Memorial Award for their work on co-creativity.

Patrice Fosset: After 15 years’ experience in sales for a large industrial
group, Patrice trained to become a practitioner in systemic and integrative
psychology. He founded a consultancy firm specialized in accompanying
change as well as a coaching school.  Now he teaches transactional analysis
and supervises professionals within organizations. He is an author and
speaker. His research focuses on the practice of energetics and
transactional analysis.


